Kodi external player android

Here is step-by-step example how to use XMTV Player with Kodi on Android. 1. Create a new plain text file “playercorefactory.xml” using a text editor and copy the contents of following snipet: com.xmtvplayer.watch.live.streams true 120 2. Save this file as playercorefactory.xml in your userdata folder and reboot Kodi if it is still open. You should now be done. Location of userdata folder on Android is: Android/data/org.xbmc.kodi/files/.kodi/userdata More information: External players – for full details on playercorefactory.xml and all the possible
parameters. October 21st, 2016 Microsoft Windows specific usage questions Forum rules Please post only Windows specific questions in this forum category. If you don't know where to post, please read the different forums' rules. Thanks. nicootje New Cone Posts: 6 Joined: 07 Feb 2020 07:40 Postby nicootje » 07 Feb 2020 10:02 Hello, I am having a lot of DVD's with home video's. Every DVD has about 22 chapters so it is easy to jump to certain scenes. I made a table of contents of all scenes. However there are also scenes that you have to lookup via
de timecode (start-time). So i extended my table of contents with scenes whit different start-times. Example of my table of contents: Code: Select allSituation Scene DVD chapter/start-time 1 DVD via Menu m:\DVD01 2 Erwin 1 year m:\DVD01 chapter 4 3 At the Zoo m:\DVD01 00:06:00 (0 hour, 6 minutes and 0 seconds from beginning) I figured out that for all those situations i can start vlc from the commandline in Windows 10 automatically to jump to the desired scene: Code: Select allSituation program options DVD-location command Situation 1:
c:/..../vlc.exe --fullscreen "dvd:///M:\DVD01" Situation 2: c:/..../vlc.exe --fullscreen "dvd:///M:\DVD01#1:4 Situation 3: c:/..../vlc.exe --fullscreen --start-time=360 "dvdsimple:///M:\DVD01" But now my problem: I am using VLC as external player in Kodi. In kodi you have to define the program and the options in the file playercorefactory.xml. Code: Select all C:/Program Files/VideoLAN/VLC/vlc.exe "{1}" --fullscreen --start-time=360 You can start the external player from within a Kodi plugin with the DVD-location command. This also is working like a charm.
But: My DVD-scenes have different start- times and i cannot figure out how to achieve this when i call the external player from within the Kodi-plugin. In fact i am looking for a way that i can put the desired start-time in the DVD-location command in such a way that VLC can detect this and start the DVD from this start-time. Please help. #thweiss Cone that earned his stripes Posts: 136 Joined: 07 Nov 2017 07:13 Location: Germany Postby #thweiss » 07 Feb 2020 12:49 Hello, I will add some Links with Hints for use external Media-Players in Kodi.
Sorry, I can't Test the Examples for Kodi. Kodi - External Players: Code: Select all Kodi-Forum for External Player Suuport: Code: Select all Your Question in the Kodi-Forum: - In the Command Line Help are all Options and Parameter for the VLC-Player listed. Code: Select all In the following Link is an CMD-Example for a Selection of DVD-Folder. - Because of your Question for different DVD-Scenes I can imagin to use a Playlist with Start- and Stop-Time. Code: Select all Kind regards. nicootje New Cone Posts: 6 Joined: 07 Feb 2020 07:40 Postby
nicootje » 07 Feb 2020 14:25 Thanks a lot. I had seen almost all your links. But the last one is the solution. I generate a playlist in my Kodi Plugin en start VLC from Kodi with that playlist. This thread can be marked solved. nicootje New Cone Posts: 6 Joined: 07 Feb 2020 07:40 Postby nicootje » 07 Feb 2020 17:57 Oops, i was too quick with my answer. Starting VLC with a playlist from Kodi is not working. I will test some more and will soon come back with more details. nicootje New Cone Posts: 6 Joined: 07 Feb 2020 07:40 Postby nicootje » 08 Feb
2020 09:45 Oke, it is working now!!!!! I made a mistake by starting vlc with a playlist url with forward slashes instead of backslashes. my playlist file M:\kodi2vlc.m3u: Code: Select all#EXTM3U #EXTINF:-1,Playlist generated in Kodi #EXTVLCOPT:start-time=360 dvdsimple:///M:\DVD01 The working command from my kodi-plugin: Code: Select allSituation 3: c:/..../vlc.exe --fullscreen "M:\kodi2vlc.m3u" This thread is solved. Return to “VLC media player for Windows Troubleshooting” Jump to Users browsing this forum: Google [Bot] and 7 guests This
page or section may require cleanup, updating, spellchecking, reformatting and/or updated images. Please improve this page if you can. The discussion page may contain suggestions.It uses the latest version of Kodi/XBMC for Android (from XBMC.org) with LocalCast and ESFileExplorer (both free from Google Play store) and a custom PlayerCoreFactory.xml (download link in video decription). Installation instructions and links to all of files needed can be found in the YouTube video description in the following video. When you select the video in kodi,
hold it for a few seconds and a menu will come up. Select Play using. You will then see all the options from the Playercorefactory.xml file and that local cast is the default. Simply select dvdplayer to play locally or whatever player.While the built in video and audio players are capable, out of the box, to handle a huge variety of content, users might find themselves in need of using a different playback software but still using Kodi for scraping and organizing content. Reasons might include improved post-processing abilities, DRM restricted media that
requires a specific player (such as encrypted Blu-ray discs), special player-specific features, etc. Kodi has a powerful tool to achieve this, the external player. The current method involves the configuration of a playercorefactory.xml file.Kodi comes with a default playercorefactory.xml file, located under the Kodi/System folder (where Kodi is the chosen installation folder).To customize playback behaviour, users need to create an extra playercorefactory.xml file inside their userdata folder. Please consult the plaform specific FAQ for the appropriate
location.Let's start with an example playercorefactory.xml file:The node (i.e. ...) defines all the different players that you wish to add to Kodi. Inside you can have any number of nodes, defining as many external players as you wish (the builtin ones being dvdplayer and paplayer, you can also use the aliases audiodefaultplayer, videodefaultplayer, videodefaultdvdplayer).The player name attribute can be anything you like and will appear in the 'Play using...' menu, accessible from the context menu.For an external player the type attribute must be
ExternalPlayer. The other possible values being dvdplayer and paplayer, although there's no point defining one of those as they already exist and don't accept any configuration. The audio and video (boolean; true/false) attributes when true will cause the player to always appear in the 'Play using...' menu even if you don't define any rules for the player, or no rules match the currently selected media item (e.g. video file) for the player.You could, for instance, define a player with video='true' and then not tie it to any specific rule, thus creating some sort
of 'safety net', always available in the context menu, should you ever need it.The only required node for a player with typeExternalPlayer is the node, this should contain the path of the external player executable. The other, optional, nodes are Name Value Use args Arguments to pass to the external player executable.If this contains the token {0} then this is replaced with the full URI of the item to be played (note that this is, in many cases, Kodi-specific and your external player won't understand it).A {1} token is also replaced with the URI of the item
to be played, but with the following differences For rar and zip files {1} is the path of the archive and {2} will be the relative path to the file in the archive On win32 smb-URIs (smb://host/path) are converted into UNCs (hostpath) For LiveTV streams/files the pvr:// type url is not translated and {1} still returns the Kodi-specific URI which will not be interpretable by the external playerNOTE you should surround these tokens with double-quotes (e.g. '{1}') unless you know what you're doing and have a good reason not to, as they may contain spaces.If
none of these tokens are present then it's equivalent to having '{1} at the end. hidexbmcfalse(default)true whether to hide the Kodi window whilst the external player is active hideconsolefalse(default)trueWin32 only - whether the external player process is started with the initial window hidden (useful for hiding the console when the external player is a batch file) warpcursornone(default)toplefttoprightbottomleftbottomrightWin32 only - whether and where to move the cursor to before the external player is launched playcountminimumtimenumber of
seconds the time the extplayer process needs to run for before the item's playcount will be incremented (i.e. it will be marked as watched) playonestackitemfalse(default)true whether playback should stop after playing one item that's part of a stackOnce a user has defined one or more external player, they have the option of adding rules to customize which files are handled by which players. The above example, for instance, defines the MPC-HC external player as the default player for MKV files with '720p' in their filename. .* before and after '720p' is
a regular expression (regex).. 'Matches any single character.'* 'Matches the preceding element zero or more times.'Together they mean 'Matches any single character (.) zero or more times (*)'.A node contains a set of rules. An (optional) action attribute can have a value of prepend, append or overwrite which specifies whether the rules should be prepended, appended (the default if no action is specified) or replace all existing rules. Appended rules will take precedence over default players (i.e. DVDPlayer for video and PAPlayer for audio) but not over
Kodis builtin rules. [needs better/more complete explanation]A node compares its attributes against the attributes of a media item and if everything matches then the player names in the player attribute is the default player for the media item (you can still select another using the 'Play using...' menu). The attributes are listed below. Order of s is significant [needs clarification], the first match defines the player so order them from more-to-less specific.s can be nested with inner rules inheriting attributes from outer rules, with inner rules being checked
before outer rules. For example:says that all video should be played by wmplayer, except DVDs, that are played with (the builtin) dvdplayer, and .mkv files that are played with VLC, however .mkv files with '720' or '1080' in their names are played with MPC-HC (all assuming wmplayer, VLC and MPC-HC players are defined in the players section).The following attributes can be used to build rules: Attribute Type Value internetstream boolean when true the rule applies to internet streams remote boolean when true the rule applies to remote-only (nonlocal) media audio boolean when true the rule applies to audio-only media video boolean when true the rule applies to video media dvd boolean when true the rule applies to DVDs dvdimage boolean when true the rule applies to DVD images (iso) dvdfile boolean when true the rule applies to DVD folder structures protocols regexp when defined the rule applies to items whose (URI) protocol matches; as well as 'real' protocols like daap, rtv, rtsp Kodi also uses the URI protocol for things like zip, rar etc. filetypes regexp when defined the rule applies to
items whose file extension matches mimetypes regexp when defined the rule applies to items whose mime-type matches filename regexp when defined the rule applies to items whose filename matches player string the name of the player defined in the section this rule invokesFor the regexp attributes you can specify alike with a |-separator, e.g. mkv|avi|divx ('The choice operator matches either the expression before or the expression after the operator').The following attributes are also available for video items with metadata (a.k.a. flagging): Attribute
Type Value videocodec regexp matched against the video codec so, a rule could used xvid|divx|div3|div4|div5 videoresolution regexp matched against the video resolution, which will be one of 480, 540, 720 or 1080 videoaspect boolean matched against the video aspect ratio, which will be one of 1.33, 1.66, 1.78, 1.85, 2.20 or 2.35 audiocodec regexp matched against the audio codec, e.g. ac3|dts audiochannels regexp matched against the number of channels in the audio which will be an integer (i.e. 6 rather than 5.1)On Kodi for Android running on TI
OMAP pandaboard I was able to take advantage of hw acceleration by changing /data/data/org.xbmc.kodi/cache/apk/assets/system/playercorefactory.xml to launch Gallery on mp4 files as follows:I tested this only very lightly but it improved playback smoothness and obviously reduced cpu load. ymmv.There are cross-platform standalone video players which are supported by Kodi. Hereunder are two of them. The Full-screen option has been added, otherwise you will have a windowed video player.WindowsAndroid Retrieved from ' Credits Staticadk
(xbmcandroid.com/forums)->com.mxtech.videoplayer.adtruecom.mxtech.videoplayer.protruecom.plexapp.plextruecom.videon.android.mediaplayertrueorg.videolan.vlctruecom.koushikdutta.casttruecom.redirectin.rockplayer.android.unified.litetruecom.bubblesoft.android.bubbleupnptruecom.android.gallery3dtruemb.videogettruede.stefanpledl.localcasttruecom.android.chrometruecom.tuxera.streambelstruecom.estrongs.android.poptruecom.dkc.video.vcasttrueat.maui.cheapcasttruecom.ytwebtruecom.ytweblitetruecom.haramitare.simplecasttruecom.instantbits.cast.webvideotrue
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